
SAS® Viya™ 3.3 Administration: 
Multi-tenancy

Multi-tenancy: Overview

This document is applicable to only a multi-tenant deployment.

Multi-tenancy gives the provider the ability to manage isolated, independent tenants within a single deployment. 
These tenants have access to all licensed software, but have no visibility into each other’s data and workflows. 
Tenants are generally administered from within, but certain administrative functions are limited to the provider.

The process of creating and configuring tenants is known as onboarding. Decommissioning and removing 
tenants is known as offboarding.

A multi-tenant deployment has two scopes for administration: provider-level administration and intra-tenant 
administration.

n Provider-level administration includes administration of tenants (management of tenants by the provider from 
the provider’s own default tenant). For example, creating and onboarding tenants are provider-level tasks. 
Provider-level system administration (for example, monitoring machine performance, viewing system-level 
logs, and so on) is handled by the provider, in the provider’s tenant.

n Intra-tenant administration consists of administration by each tenant of its own internal resources. For 
example, assigning users to custom groups and managing access to SAS Viya content and CAS data are 
intra-tenant tasks.

For more information, see “Distribution of Responsibilities” on page 13.

Multi-tenancy: Initial Tasks

Configuring LDAP for Onboarding Tenants
1 Verify that your initial deployment included multi-tenancy.

TIP A simple test is to look at the SAS Environment Manager user interface, when you are signed in 
as an administrator. If the deployment is multi-tenancy-enabled, the Tenants option is visible in the left-
navigation bar. If not, then you must re-install with multi-tenancy enabled before you can configure your 
tenants.



See “Enable Multi-tenancy” in SAS Viya for Linux: Deployment Guide for more details.

Note: When you run the playbook, a multi-tenancy enabled deployment leads to a single tenant (with tenant 
ID: “provider”) configured for the provider. 

2 Configure your LDAP server for multi-tenancy. See “Identity Providers” in SAS Viya Administration: Identity 
Management for more details. The LDAP environment should be structured in the following way:

  dc=example,dc=com
      ou=tenant1
          ou=groups
          ou=users
      ou=tenant2
          ou=groups
          ou=users
      ...
      ou=provider
          ou=groups
          ou=users

All tenants must share a single LDAP server. Follow these steps to configure the LDAP server for multi-
tenancy:
a Configure the base distinguished name (baseDN) for both groups and users via the standard 

sas.identities.providers.ldap.group.baseDn and 
sas.identities.providers.ldap.user.baseDn properties. SAS recommends that both 
properties are set to the root distinguished name (rootDN) that all tenants are created under, such as 
dc=example,dc=com.

Note: Doing so is recommended because when the system sends a request to the LDAP server, the 
appropriate searchDN for the search request is dynamically created by appending the rootDN, the tenant 
OU, and the tenant-specific user or group relative distinguished names (RDNs). This strategy ensures 
that the search request is looking only at users and groups in a specific tenant.

b Within that LDAP server, ensure that a unique organizational unit (OU) is defined for each tenant, where 
the name of the OU matches the tenant ID.

c Create the tenant OUs under a common base distinguished name (DN) because the tenant OUs should 
be peers of one another. Here is an example: ou=tenant1,dc=example,dc=com.

d Within a tenant OU, groups and users are created by default under the following relative distinguished 
name (RDN): ou=groups, ou=users

Modify these values by editing the two properties: 
sas.identities.providers.ldap.tenancy.groupRdn and 
sas.identities.providers.ldap.tenancy.userRdn in SAS Environment Manager.

Note: The same structure must be used for all tenants, including the provider.
3 Once the LDAP configuration is in place, you must also follow these guidelines:

a Users are assigned to a specific OU, so they can access only the associated tenant. Users do not have 
access to other tenants. This includes provider-level administrators such as sasboot. Provider-level 
administrators are expected to access the tenant using the special sasprovider account, which is created 
internally (not part of LDAP) and is separate and specific to each given tenant.

b For each user defined in LDAP, follow these steps:
i Specify the uidNumber and gidNumber attributes.
ii Set the homeDirectory attribute to the default home directory location for users on the host. For user1 

on Linux, this is /home/user1.

A system administrator must create this directory before the user can access SAS Studio.
iii Set the loginShell attribute to /bin/bash.

A combination of the tenant ID and the value in the zones.internal.hostnames property determines to which 
tenant a user authenticates. For example, if you name your tenant acme, and zones.internal.hostnames 
contains sas.com, then you can authenticate to the acme tenant using the address acme.sas.com. Note that 
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this domain (for example: acme) is relevant only for authentication. Once a user has authenticated, the domain 
is no longer used to resolve tenancy. Tenancy travels with the user for that session.

Onboard Tenants

The process of creating a tenant and making it ready for use is known as onboarding. Follow these steps to 
onboard tenants.

Note: You do not have to onboard all tenants at the same time. More tenants can be added later.

TIP Take a full binary backup before and particularly after onboarding tenants. See “How to Use the 
Binary Backup and the Default Backup” in SAS Viya Administration: Backup and Restore for more details.

1 Ensure that you have sufficient resources to onboard tenants. For more details, see “Add Resources” on 
page 6.

2 Create the CAS controller that the tenant will use. See “SAS Cloud Analytic Services: How To (CAS Server 
Monitor)” in SAS Viya Administration: SAS Cloud Analytic Services for more information.

3 If you intend to have a backup controller for your tenant, then both the primary and backup (secondary) 
controller must use a shared file system. Configure the shared file system with the following steps: 

n Create and configure the directory /opt/sas/tenant/config/data/cas on both controllers. Where 
tenant is the tenant ID of the tenant that you plan to onboard.

sudo mkdir —p /opt/sas/tenant/config/data/cas

sudo chown -R sas:sas /opt/sas/tenant/config/data/cas

sudo chmod 0755 /opt/sas/tenant/config/data/cas

n Mount the shared location on both controllers:

sudo mount source-machine:path_to_shared_location /opt/sas/tenant/config/data/cas

Where source-machine is the host name of the machine where the files will be stored and 
path_to_shared_location is the absolute path to the shared location.

4 Complete the start-up instructions for using the command-line interface. 
5 Follow this structure for the tenant_vars.yml file.

a Replace values in single brackets (including the brackets themselves) with your values. For example, to 
onboard a tenant with tenant ID of acme, sas_tenant: {put tenantID here} becomes 
sas_tenant: acme.

b Do not edit any values in double brackets (including the double brackets).

DEPLOYMENT_ID: {put tenantID here}
sas_tenant: {put the same tenantID here}
 
tenant_instance: default
tenant_admin: {put tenant admin user here - 
must match a member of the tenant_admin_group for this tenant in LDAP}
tenant_admin_group: {put the LDAP group that contains tenant admins here - 
note that this value cannot contain spaces}
tenant_users_group: {put the LDAP group that contains tenant users here}
tenant_provider_pwd: {create a password for the sasprovider user in this tenant here}
 
provider_admin: {put a specific user that has the SASAdministrators group permissions here}
provider_admin_pwd: {put the existing password of the provider admin here. 
Needed for authentication of the CLI onboarding commands.}
provider_endpoint_scheme: {put https or http here}
provider_endpoint_port: {put 80 or some other available port number here}
 
INSTALL_USER: "{{ tenant_admin }}"
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INSTALL_GROUP: "{{ tenant_admin_group }}"
 
SPAWNER_CONFIGURATION:
  sasPort: {put a unique port number for the Object Spawner here}
 
sasenv_connect_port: {put a unique port number for the SAS/CONNECT Spawner here}
sasenv_connect_mgmt_port: {put a unique port number for the SAS/Connect Management here}
 
CLUSTER_DEFINITIONS:
  cas:
    default:
      primary_host: {value must be in the sas-casserver-primary host group in inventory.ini}
      secondary_host: {value must be in the sas-casserver-primary host group in inventory.ini}
      worker_hosts: {values use hosts in the sas-casserver-primary
 host group in inventory.ini. List is comma delimited}
      tenant: "{{ sas_tenant }}"
      casenv_user: "{{ tenant_admin }}"
      casenv_group: "{{ tenant_admin_group }}"
      cas:
        port: {put a unique port number for the CAS Server Starting Port here}
        httpport: {put a unique port number for the CAS Server Monitor here}
        gcport: 0
 
# Creates a autoexec_deployment.sas
#WORKSPACESERVER_CONFIGURATION:
  #1: '/* Comment about key */'
  #2: key=value;
 
# Creates a sasenv_deployment file
#FOUNDATION_CONFIGURATION:
  #1: '# Comment about KEY'
  #2: KEY=value
 
# Creates a sasv9_deployment.cfg file
#SASV9_CONFIGURATION:
  #1: '/* Comment about OPTION */'
  #2: 'OPTION value'

c Ensure that host names must match those in the inventory.ini file.
d Ensure that user names are those specified in the LDAP server. The identities must be in the correct OU.
e Port values are configurable, so ensure that ports are unique for the tenant and available.

TIP This file contains unencrypted passwords for both the sasprovider user, and a provider-level 
administrator. The first is the user account that you, the provider, use to sign in to the tenant, where you 
can assume administrative privileges. The second gives you provider-level administrative privileges. 
Restrict access to this file.

6 Create a tenantID_vars.yml file, where tenantID is the tenant ID that you want to give to the new tenant. This 
value must also match the OU defined in the LDAP environment. Create this file in the same directory as 
your Ansible playbook.

Note: The tenant ID must be unique, 1–16 characters, contain only lowercase letters (only a-z in English 
alphabet) and numbers, and begin with a letter. The following identities are reserved: default, provider, 
shared, sharedservices, spre, uaa, viya, and any identity starting with “sas”.

7 Run the multi-tenancy play to onboard the tenant.

cd path_to_playbook
ansible-playbook -i some_inventory.ini utility/multi-tenancy.yml -e "@tenantID_vars.yml" -vv

8 Replace tenantID with your chosen tenant ID, and some_inventory.ini with the name of your inventory file.
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Validate the Tenant
1 Sign in to SAS Environment Manager for the provider-tenant and opt in to the SAS Administrator group.

In the navigation bar, click . Select the new tenant and confirm that the Access Policy is set to Open. This 
allows members of the associated LDAP OU to access the tenant.

2 In SAS Environment Manager for the provider, check that the tenant is onboarded.

On the Tenants page, confirm that the new tenant has a status of onboarded.
3 When the play is complete, validate the tenant environment:

a Sign in to the newly created tenant at tenant.hostname/SASEnvironmentManager using the sasprovider 
user that you configured in the playbook. For example, if you normally access the software at 
viya.example.com/SASEnvironmentManager, then for a tenant called acme the URL becomes: 
acme.viya.example.com/SASEnvironmentManager. 

b Ensure that you can access SAS Environment Manager regardless of whether you opt in to your 
assumable groups.

4 Validate that the tenant administrator was created.

While in SAS Environment Manager as the sasprovider user, assume the SAS Administrator group. Confirm 
that your intended tenant administrators have been added to the SAS Administrators group. See “View User 
and Group Information” in SAS Viya Administration: Identity Management for more information.

5 Confirm that you can start a SAS Cloud Analytics Services (CAS) session. See “SAS Workspace Servers 
and SAS Cloud Analytic Services” in SAS Viya Administration: Programming Run-Time Servers for more 
details.

6 Validate that the home directories exist for the tenant, and are accessible from all machines.
7 Share the tenant URL (tenant.hostname/SASEnvironmentManager) with your intra-tenant administrators.

Initial Tasks for the Intra-Tenant Administrator

As the tenant administrator, you have SAS Administrator privileges within your tenant.
1 Access tenant.hostname/SASEnvironmentManager. Sign in with your credentials. Opt in to SAS 

Administrators assumable group. If you are not prompted to opt in, check with your provider-level 
administrator that you have been added to the SAS Administrators group.

2 Assign users to custom groups, as needed. For example, you might want to add more users to the SAS 
Administrators group. Note that such changes apply only within your tenant. See SAS Viya Administration: 
Identity Management for more details.

3 Provide your users with the tenant url: tenant.hostname/SASStudio or, more generally, tenant.hostname/
SASHome.

Multi-Tenancy: How To Manage Tenants

Introduction

These instructions explain how a provider can use SAS Environment Manager and the sas-admin tenant 
command-line interface to manage tenants in a multi-tenant deployment.

In addition, instructions are provided to add resources to existing tenants, offboard tenants, and onboard a 
previously offboarded tenant.

n To onboard a tenant, see Add the tenants on page 3 in the topic “Configuring LDAP for Onboarding Tenants” 
on page 1.

n To offboard a tenant, see “Offboard a Tenant” on page 7.
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Navigation
1 Sign in to SASHome on the provider tenant.

TIP Tenant management is administration of tenants. Such administration is a provider-level activity. It 
is performed in the provider by members of the provider’s SAS Administrators group. See “Distribution 
of Responsibilities” on page 13.

2 In the applications menu ( ), select Administration ð Manage Environment.

In the navigation bar, click .

View the Properties of a Tenant
1 On the Tenants page, select a row.
2 In the table toolbar, click .

Edit the Properties of a Tenant
1 On the Tenants page, select a row.
2 In the table toolbar, click .
3 Modify the tenant’s name, description, or access policy, and then click OK. Note that the tenant ID cannot be 

changed.

Here are details about the Access policy values:

Open causes the tenant to be available to all users in the tenants OU.

Limited causes the tenant to be available to the sasprovider user.

View the Status of the Services for a Tenant
1 On the Tenants page, select a row.
2 In the table toolbar, click .

Note: The Services Status window provides a list of all the services for the selected tenant and his or her 
status. When all services have a status of “onboarded”, the tenant is fully onboarded.

Add Resources

Each new tenant requires resources. Overall scaling of resources is no different in a multi-tenant environment 
than a standard deployment. It is recommended that you mirror the repository before deployment and scale 
using the mirror. See “Use a Mirror Repository” in SAS Viya for Linux: Deployment Guide for more information.

Add Shared Resources across All Tenants

The service layer, including SAS Configuration Server, SAS Infrastructure Data Server, and the SAS Message 
Broker, is shared across all tenants. To scale these functions, add resources to the original inventory file and 
rerun the playbook. Additional services might be needed to support higher load requests.

Add Resources to a Specific Tenant

Each tenant has its own CAS controller. A single machine can host multiple CAS configurations. It is 
recommended to use a single CAS controller per machine in a production environment.
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If additional machines are needed for CAS, the provider appends machines to the CAS host group in the 
inventory file. The playbook is run with the updated inventory to install software, from the mirror, to the new 
machines.

The programming run-time is also configured per-tenant. This includes the Object Spawner, SAS/CONNECT 
Spawner, and SAS Launcher Service. A single machine can host multiple programming run-time configurations. 
The tenant’s inventory file configures the host groups for the programming run-time. This inventory is used in the 
onboarding process.

Enable Access to the Tenant

Access SAS Environment Manager on the provider tenant and assume administrative privileges. On the Tenants 
pane, set the Access Policy to Open for the tenant.

All users that are members of this tenant’s OU now have authorization to access the tenant.

Disable Access to the Tenant

Access SAS Environment Manager on the provider tenant and assume administrative privileges. On the Tenants 
pane, set the Access Policy to Limited for the tenant.

No tenant user or intra-tenant administrator can now sign in to the tenant, but jobs and services continue to run.

Note: Users who have active sessions can continue to work.

TIP Disable access to tenants before offboarding on page 7.

Offboard a Tenant

Overview

The process of removing a tenant from your system is known as offboarding. There are various stages to 
offboarding a tenant.
1 Stop tenant users and tenant administrators from accessing the tenant.
2 Stop the services that are dedicated to the tenant.
3 Delete the tenant and its associated resources.

Prepare for Offboarding

A tenant can be offboarded only from certain states. Ensure that the tenant is onboarded or onboarding.

Disable access to the tenant, see “Disable Access to the Tenant” on page 7 for more details.
1 Stop any scheduled jobs.
2 Sign in to SAS Environment Manager as sasprovider for the tenant:

a Select  from the left navigation.
b Schedule jobs have a green check in the Scheduled column. Select each scheduled job and click 

Unschedule.
3 Validate that there are no scheduled jobs for the tenant.

a Obtain an Oauth2 token from SASLogon for sasprovider in the relevant tenant. See “Obtain an Access 
Token Using Password Credentials” in SAS Viya Administration: Authentication for more details.

b Use this token to get jobs from the scheduler:

curl -s -H "Accept:application/json" -H "Authorization:bearer $TOKEN"
http://tenant.hostname:port/scheduler/jobs

c Confirm that the above command returns zero items in its Resource Collection.
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TIP Take a full binary backup before offboarding tenants. See “How to Use the Binary Backup and the 
Default Backup” in SAS Viya Administration: Backup and Restore for more details.

Stop Tenant-Based Services

CAUTION! This process interrupts jobs that are running on the tenant.

On all machines with the following host groups:

n sas-casserver-*

n programming

n computeServer

run the following command:

sudo /opt/sas/viya/home/libexec/deployment/tenant-services.sh
 --tenant tenantID --action stop

Where tenantID is the tenant ID of the tenant to be offboarded.

This script does the following:

n stops CAS servers associated with tenant

n stops any launchers and compute servers associated with tenant

n stops any object spawners and workspace servers associated with tenant

n stops any connect spawners associated with tenant

Remove the Tenant Configuration

1 Initialize the sas-admin command-line interface:

sas-admin prof init

2 Enter the tenant’s URL as the service endpoint. Here is an example: http://acme.viya.example.com/.
3 Sign in as the sasprovider user for this tenant:

sas-admin auth login

4 List the configuration with the following command:

sas-admin configuration configurations list

5 For each ID value returned by this command, delete the configuration:

sas-admin configuration configurations delete --id idfromlist

For example, if the list command returns: "definitionName": "sas.casmanagement.global" with an 
ID of "id": "b37bf71b-6d09-4283-a1da-fada7408158f", then delete this configuration:

sas-admin configuration configurations delete --id b37bf71b-6d09-4283-a1da-fada7408158f

Offboard Services for the Tenant

1 Sign in to the host that has the CommandLine host group, navigate to /opt/sas/viya/home/bin, and 
initialize the sas-admin command-line interface:

sas-admin prof init 

2 Enter the provider URL for the service endpoint. Here is an example: http://viya.example.com/. Note that this 
URL does not contain the tenant ID.

3 Sign in as a provider-level administrator:

sas-admin auth login
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4 To inform the service layer that the tenant is not active, issue the command:

sas-admin tenant offboard --id tenant

where tenant is the identity of the tenant.
5 Only after the services have reached the status of “Offboarded” (see the status with the command sas-

admin tenant show --id tenant), remove the tenant definition from the tenant service:

sas-admin tenant delete --id tenant

Note: It is important that no services are onboarding or onboarded when you perform this step. One way to 
be absolutely sure that no services are in the wrong state is to defer this step to the end of the offboarding 
process.

Delete Tenant Resources

CAUTION! This process cannot be undone.

1 Remove any tenant-specific configuration values from the SAS Configuration Server (Consul). Run the 
following commands on the machine that has the sas-bootstrap-config in which SAS_Viya_Token is the full 
path to your client consul token:

sudo /opt/sas/viya/home/bin/sas-bootstrap-config --token-file SAS_Viya_Token
kv delete locks/identities-service/tenantID-cacheStatus

sudo /opt/sas/viya/home/bin/sas-bootstrap-config --token-file SAS_Viya_Token
kv delete --recurse config/application/fact/connect-spawner-tenantID

sudo /opt/sas/viya/home/bin/sas-bootstrap-config --token-file SAS_Viya_Token
kv delete --recurse config/application/fact/launcher-server-tenantID

sudo /opt/sas/viya/home/bin/sas-bootstrap-config --token-file SAS_Viya_Token
kv delete --recurse config/cas-tenantID-default

sudo /opt/sas/viya/home/bin/sas-bootstrap-config --token-file SAS_Viya_Token
kv delete --recurse configurationservice/sitedefaults/config/cas-tenantID-default

2 To validate the Delete operations, run the following command for each deleted configuration:

sudo /opt/sas/viya/home/bin/sas-bootstrap-config --token-file
/opt/sas/viya/config/etc/SASSecurityCertificateFramework/tokens/consul/default/client.token
kv read --recurse config_item

Where config_item is the tenant-specific item at the end of each of the preceding commands. Here is an 
example: configurationservice/sitedefaults/config/cas-tenantID-default.

3 Drop the database schemas for the tenant. 

Note: A script is provided to remove schemas. The script is named sds_manage_database_schema.sh and 
can be found in the /opt/sas/viya/home/libexec/sasdatasvrc/script/ folder. The script must be 
run as the sas user with sudo privileges and is run from the host for sasdatasvrc.

4 Remove the schemas by issuing the command:

/opt/sas/viya/home/libexec/sasdatasvrc/script/sds_manage_database_schema.sh -t tenantID -d SharedServices

5 On the same machine, after the schemas are removed, drop the tenant-specific database users. One such 
user (per tenant) was created for you: dataminingwarehousetenantID. Drop this user by issuing the 
command:

/opt/sas/viya/home/libexec/sasdatasvrc/scripts/sds_manage_database_user.sh-u dataminingwarehousetenantID
 -o drop -d SharedServices -k 
config/application/tenants/tenantID/sas.datamining.warehouse

6 Remove the logon service configuration for this tenant. On the sasdatasvrc host, do the following:
a /opt/sas/viya/home/bin/psql -h localhost -p port -U dbmsowner -d SharedServices
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b Enter the password for the dbmsowner.
c Run the following SQL commands:

n delete from logon_provider.group_membership where member_id in (select id 
from logon_provider.users where identity_zone_id='tenantID’);

n delete from logon_provider.user_info where user_id in (select id from 
logon_provider.users where identity_zone_id='tenantID’);

n delete from logon_provider.users where identity_zone_id='tenantID’);

n delete from logon_provider.group_membership where group_id in (select id 
from logon_provider.groups where identity_zone_id='tenantID’);

n delete from logon_provider.groups where identity_zone_id='tenantID’);

n delete from logon_provider.identity_provider where name='tenantID’);

n delete from logon_provider.identity_zone where name='tenantID);
7 Remove tenant directories from hosts for this tenant.

On the Ansible controller machine where the initial deployment was performed and the inventory file exists, 
create a script named delete_tenant_directories.sh with the following content:

#!/bin/bash
#command: <script_name> tenant_name instance_name  playbook_directory inventory_name
_tenant=$1    
_instance=$2 
_directory=$3
_inventory=$4

cd $_directory

# Remove the $_tenant files from the /etc/init.d/
ansible sas-casserver-primary -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/rc.d/init.d/sas-$_tenant-cascontroller-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible ComputeServer:programming -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/rc.d/init.d/sas-$_tenant-connect-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible ComputeServer:programming -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/rc.d/init.d/sas-$_tenant-runlauncher-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible ComputeServer:programming -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/rc.d/init.d/sas-$_tenant-spawner-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible ComputeServer:sas-casserver-worker -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/rc.d/init.d/sas-$_tenant-cas-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible sas-casserver-worker -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/rc.d/init.d/sas-$_tenant-cas-$_instance-deployment state=absent" -b
ansible sas-casserver-worker -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/rc.d/init.d/sas-$_tenant-cas-$_instance-usermods state=absent" -b
ansible ComputeServer:sas-casserver-worker:sas-casserver-primary -i
$_inventory -m file -a "path=/etc/rc.d/init.d/sas-$_tenant-all-services state=absent" -b

# Remove the $_tenant files from the /etc/sysconfig/sas/
ansible ComputeServer -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/sysconfig/sas/sas-$_tenant-runlauncher-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible ComputeServer -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/sysconfig/sas/sas-$_tenant-launcher-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible ComputeServer -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/sysconfig/sas/sas-$_tenant-workspaceserver-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible ComputeServer -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/sysconfig/sas/sas-$_tenant-compsrv-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible ComputeServer:programming -i $_inventory -m file -a
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"path=/etc/sysconfig/sas/sas-$_tenant-connect-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible programming -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/sysconfig/sas/sas-$_tenant-spawner-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible sas-casserver-primary -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/sysconfig/sas/sas-$_tenant-cascontroller-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible sas-casserver-worker -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/sysconfig/sas/sas-$_tenant-cas-$_instance state=absent" -b
ansible sas-casserver-worker -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/sysconfig/sas/sas-$_tenant-cas-$_instance-deployment state=absent" -b
ansible sas-casserver-worker -i $_inventory -m file -a
"path=/etc/sysconfig/sas/sas-$_tenant-cas-$_instance-usermods state=absent" -b

# Delete the /opt/sas/{tenant} directory
ansible ComputeServer:programming:sas-casserver*:consul:CASServices
-i $_inventory -m file -a "path=/opt/sas/$_tenant state=absent" -b

# Exit with success
exit 0

8 Set permissions so that you can run the script. Then run the script:

./delete_tenant_directories.sh tenantID tenantinstanceID /path_to_playbook inventory.ini

Where tenantinstanceID is the value of “tenant_instance” in the tenant_vars.yml file, and the inventory.ini file 
is the file referenced in the playbook.

9 Disable or remove tenant-based users. Either remove these users from your LDAP environment, or block 
them with a filter for sssd.

Access to SAS Studio is controlled by OS authentication. The system administrator should remove tenant 
users from the OS.

10 Remove the home directories of these users. The relevant directories are referred in the homeDirectory 
attribute in LDAP.

11 Remove DNS mapping for the tenant’s subdomain, if applicable.

The tenant is now offboarded. The tenant logon URL might still be reachable, but no account, including 
sasprovider, can sign on. This acts as a validation step.

Here are additional steps to consider:

n Review any backups for the offboarded tenant. You might want to purge these, or store them in case the 
tenant needs to be re-onboarded at some future time.

n Run binary and default backups. See “How to Use the Binary Backup and the Default Backup” in SAS Viya 
Administration: Backup and Restore for more details.

Re-Onboarding a Tenant

Before an offboarded tenant can be re-onboarded, all micro-services must be restarted (after the tenant was 
offboarded). Note that administrators of this re-onboarded tenant, can restore old backups, unless you have 
archived and removed them.
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Multi-tenancy: Concepts

Multi-tenancy

In multi-tenancy, a provider manages one or more tenants within a single deployment. The essential 
characteristics of multi-tenancy are separation and sharing.

You cannot convert a single-tenant deployment to a multi-tenant deployment, either through an update or an 
upgrade. See SAS Viya for Linux: Deployment Guide for more details.

Here are key points:

n Each tenant is isolated, with no visibility into other tenants or into the provider. The provider, can see all 
tenants, but cannot access them. See “Distribution of Responsibilities” on page 13.

n Many components are shared across tenants. For example, applications are shared across tenants.

n Some components have a dedicated instance for each tenant. For example, each tenant has its own 
dedicated CAS server.

n A multi-tenant environment can be established only during deployment. You cannot retrofit multi-tenancy into 
an existing environment. You can add tenants to a multi-tenant deployment at any time.

n Multi-tenancy is not applicable to a programming-only deployment.

Sub-Domain Navigation

Tenants are accessed via tenant-specific URLs. Provide tenant users and administrators the URL specific to 
their tenant. The URL has the following format: tenant.hostname/applicationName where: tenant is the tenant 
identifier established when you create the tenant, hostname is the host name for the deployment, and 
applicationName is the SAS application. Here is an example: acme.sas.com/SASStudio.

Parallel Sets of Groups

An identical set of predefined groups and principals exists in the provider and in each tenant. Membership in the 
provider’s SAS Administrators group enables you to perform provider-level tasks, but does not enable you to 
sign in to any tenant. Membership in a tenant’s SAS Administrators group enables you to perform intra-tenant 
tasks for that tenant. The following figure depicts the structure:
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Figure A.1 Predefined Groups and Principals
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Here are details about the preceding figure:

n Notice that the provider’s groups are the same as the tenants’ groups. The provider is implemented as the 
initial or default tenant. The provider primarily populates and uses its SAS Administrators group. The provider 
might also populate its other groups for purposes such as validation and reporting.

n The user who is represented by the purple star is the provider and cannot directly access the tenants. 
Instead, when a tenant is onboarded, a user, sasprovider, is created in the SAS Administrators group for the 
tenant (represented by the red star).

n A tenant administrator can choose to add its own members to its SAS Administrators group.

Distribution of Responsibilities

Introduction

Certain activities can be performed only from the provider tenant. Such activities are performed by provider 
administrators. Provider-level administration includes tenant management (management of tenants by the 
provider).

Certain activities can be performed only at the tenant level. Such activities are performed in the tenant, by tenant 
administrators (or by using the sasprovider user). These activities are referred to as intra-tenant administration.

For an overview, see “Routine Ongoing Tasks” in SAS Viya Administration: Orientation .

The following sections provide details.

Provider-Level Tasks

The provider-level administrator has additional permissions and responsibilities compared to the intra-tenant 
administrator. Here are examples of provider-level tasks:

n view or modify deployment resources (Consul key-value pairs, system configuration properties, system 
component status, and so on)

n modify LDAP connection information for the LDAP identity provider

n manage product licenses
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n access application and server logs

n perform machine-level monitoring

n modify contents of LDAP

n perform provider-level backup and recovery

n perform tenant management tasks

Intra-tenant Tasks

Here are tasks that an administrator within a tenant can perform:

Create and restore tenant-level backups

Add caslibs

Manage access to data

Manage access to content

Manage access to functionality

Promote content

Assign users to custom groups

Manage mobile devices

Schedule jobs

Guest Access in Multi-tenancy

This topic supplements the general information and instructions in “Authentication: Guest Access” in SAS Viya 
Administration: Authentication .

Here are details for a provider who wants to enable guest access:

n Manage the guest-related configuration property (sas.logon.provider.guest) as follows:

Goal Instructions

Make guest access available to 
selected tenants.

Instruct each participating intra-tenant administrator to add and enable 
sas.logon.provider.guest within its environment. Do not set that property in 
the provider.

Make guest access available to the 
provider and all tenants.

Add and enable sas.logon.provider.guest in the provider. Clear the Apply 
configuration only to this tenant (provider) check box. Each tenant can 
opt out from within its own environment.

Make guest access available to the 
provider and selected tenants.

Add and enable sas.logon.provider.guest in the provider. Leave the Apply 
configuration only to this tenant (provider) check box selected. Each 
tenant can opt in from within its own environment
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n Run the following command for each participating tenant (and for the provider, if applicable):

sas-admin authorization facilitate-guest

TIP To target a tenant, specify that tenant's URL in your CLI profile. When you sign in, you must supply 
credentials that are valid for that tenant (for example, the sasprovider user created during onboarding).

n Make sure any necessary host-layer access controls are in place. See “Data Separation in Multi-tenancy” on 
page 15.

n Instruct each participating intra-tenant administrator to use SAS Environment Manager to make any 
additional adjustments to guest access within its own environment.

Here are details for a provider who wants to disable guest access:

n To disable guest access, make sure that the sas.logon.provider.guest property is disabled in each 
appropriate environment.

n If you want to remove rules and access controls that were added by the facilitate-guest commands, follow the 
general instructions in each appropriate environment.

Data Separation in Multi-tenancy

CAS Access Controls

You do not need to use CAS access controls to separate data across tenants. Caslibs and tables are inherently 
separated for per-tenant, isolated use. Here are details:

n Each tenant has its own CAS server.

n Each CAS server can be accessed only by users from the associated tenant. This restriction is established 
by the tenantid option.

n Each CAS server has its own list of Superusers.

Host Access Controls

You must use host access controls to separate data across tenants. Host resources are not inherently separated 
for per-tenant, isolated use. Without host-layer constraints, each CAS server on a machine can access all 
directories and files on that machine. Here are details:

n For visual interface users who are not members of the CASHostAccountRequired group, host access is 
under the CAS server's account. Each CAS server runs under a distinct, tenant-specific account. Set host 
layer access controls so that each server account can access only those directories and files that are 
appropriate for that tenant.

n For programmers and members of the CASHostAccountRequired group, host access from CAS is under 
each user's account. Set host layer access controls so that each user's account can access only those 
directories and files that are appropriate for that user.

TIP You can use a per-server blacklist or whitelist to limit the available host paths for caslib creation. 
However, Superusers (and any members of the Data role) are not subject to such constraints. See “Paths 
List” in SAS Viya Administration: SAS Cloud Analytic Services .
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Onboarding Tenants

The process of onboarding a tenant consists of creating a tenant and making it available to its intended users. 
Onboarding is achieved by creating a tenant_vars.yml file and then running an Ansible play.

Offboarding Tenants

The process of offboarding a tenant consists of removing access to the tenant, stopping scheduled jobs from 
running on the tenant, stopping services that run on the tenant, dropping the database schemas for the tenant, 
removing the tenant configuration, and deleting the tenant resources. Unlike onboarding, offboarding is not an 
Ansible play, but rather a sequence of commands and scripts.

Tenant Management: Interfaces

In the following table, the shaded part of each circle is an approximation of the amount of tenant administration 
functionality that a particular interface exposes. The shading indicates relative coverage.

Table A.1 Interfaces to Tenant Administration

Tenants page The enterprise graphical interface in SAS Environment Manager

Command-line interface A simple, scriptable interface.

Multi-tenancy: Troubleshooting

Tenant Administrator not Created during Onboarding

If the tenant administrator is not set up correctly when running the tenant_vars.yml play, the provider must 
manually add the user to the tenant’s SASAdministrators group. This is done by accessing SAS Environment 
Manager for the tenant using the appropriate sasprovider account. Navigate to the Users view, and add the 
tenant users to the SASAdministrators group.

Unable to Access the Tenant URL

If you receive a 404 Not Found message when attempting to log in to the tenant (for example, 
tenantID.hostname/SASEnvironmentManager), and the navigation bar shows tenantID.hostname/SASLogon, 
your zones.internal.hostnames property is not configured correctly.

This property must contain the base host name without any tenant prefixes. For example, if tenants are 
addressed as tenant1.example.com, tenant2.example.com, and so on, the property must contain example.com. 
Also include any default host names for the provider (localhost is already included).

The saslogon service must be restarted when making changes to this property.
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Tenant Remains in an Onboarding State

If a tenant stays too long in an onboarding state, log in to SAS Environment Manager (as an administrator on the 
provider’s tenant), and navigate to the Tenants view. For the specific tenant in question, select the Services 
Status option, and determine which services have a status of Onboarding. For these services, view the 
appropriate log file, land look for any errors or warnings related to the onboarding process.

SAS® and all other SAS Institute Inc. product or service names are registered trademarks or 
trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other countries. ® indicates USA registration. Other 
brand and product names are trademarks of their respective companies. Copyright © 2017, SAS 
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